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ABSTRACT REFLECTIONS AND COXETER GROUPS

DAVID M. GOLDSCHMIDT1

Abstract. A notion of "abstract reflection" is introduced and used to

characterize the Coxeter groups. Several known results on Coxeter groups

are obtained as easy corollaries.

1. Introduction. Let / be a set of indices, and let Z+ denote the positive

integers. Recall that a Coxeter matrix M = (»fe)y6j is a doubly indexed

subset of Z+ u {oo} such that m¡¡ = 1 for all / E /. A Coxeter system (of type

M) is an indexed subset S = {í,},e/ of some group such that:

(1) (v,p = 1 for all i,j E /;

(2) the relations (1) are a presentation for the subgroup <5> generated by

S.

To eliminate obvious redundancies, we will always assume my = mß > 2,

even though this is not really necessary. Coxeter systems were studied

systematically by Coxeter [2] and later by Tits [3] and Bourbaki [1]. They

seem to play a fundamental role in group theory.

In this semi-expository note, we introduce a notion of "abstract reflection"

and use it to characterize Coxeter systems. Since the argument is direct and

does not depend on any previous characterizations, we show how several

known results can be obtained as easy corollaries. We also observe that the

result can be restated in the language of graph theory.

2. Abstract reflections. Let w be a permutation on a set ß. For a subset

A C Í2 we let A w denote its image under w. An abstract reflection on fi is a

pair (s, D (í)) where j is a permutation of ß of order 2, D (s) Q fi, and

D(s) n D(sY = 0. We define E(s) = D(sy.

Given a set of abstract reflections {(s, D(s))\s E S} we define

D(S)= f]D(s),
ses

and we say that S is a system of reflections if D(S) ¥= 0. We say that a system

of reflections S is proper if, given any s E S and w E (S), one of the

following conditions holds:

(i)D(SrcD(s),
(ii) D(S)W C E(s) and /v(wj) < ls(w).
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Here, ls(w) denotes the length of a shortest word in the generators S which is

equal to w in <5>. Finally, we shall say that a system of reflections is pairwise

proper if every pair of distinct elements of S is itself a proper set of

reflections.

3. A characterization of the Coxeter groups. In this section, we assume

throughout that S is a system of pairwise proper reflections on some set ñ,

with D = D (S). Suppose that s, t are distinct elements of S and w G <£>.

We say that an expression of the form w = w0wl is a <j, t}-decomposition ofw

if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) w0 G <5> and 1 ̂  w, G (s, t),

(2) ls(w) = /sO0) + /<,,,>(*,).

(3.1) S is a proper system of reflections.

Proof. Let s E S, and h- G (S). We want to show that either Dw C D(s)

or that Dw Ç E(s) and ls(ws) < ls(w). Since this is trivial for w = 1, we

proceed by induction on /5(h>). Write w = w0t for some (6S where ls(w0) <

ls(w). If / = s, induction yields Dw° C D(s) since ls(w^) = ls(w) > /s(vv0).

Then Dw C E(s) and there is nothing more to prove. So we may assume that

t ^ s. Hence, w = w0t is a <j, ^-decomposition of w. Let w = w0wl be a

<s, ^-decomposition of w with ls(w0) as small as possible. Then ^(w^s) >

/s(m>0), since otherwise we could write w = (w0í)(íh'1), obtaining a (s, t)-

decomposition which violates the minimality of ls(w0). Therefore, we have

Dw" C D(s) by induction, and similarly, Dw° O D(t). Hence,

(3.2) Dv = Dw°w' ç[D(s) n D(t)]W,= D(s, f}"\

However, since {s, t) is proper and w, G (s, t), we have either

(i)D(s,tr>CD(s),OT

(iï) D(s, t)w< C E(s) and l<Stl>(wxs) < /^^(w,), and combining these with

(3.2) easily completes the proof.

(3.3) Suppose s,tES,wE (s, />, and w = s¡s2 ■ ■ • s„, where s¡ E S (I < /'

< n) and n = ls(w). Then s¡ G {s, t} for all i.

Proof. Let u E S - {s, t}. We argue by induction on l<ltl>(w) that Dw Q

D(u). Since the case w = 1 is trivial, we may choose notation so that w = w0t

with UsAwo) < l(s,,y(w)- T^11

Dwo c[D(s) n D(t)]W°C D(s, t)w°Q D(t),

the last inclusion being a consequence of our hypothesis that (j, /} is proper.

By induction we have Dw° Q D(u) and, hence,

D» = Dw^ c[D(u)n D(t)]'= D(u,t)'çD(u),

where again the last inclusion follows because {u, t) is proper and t ^ u.

However, since ls(ws„) < ls(w), we obtain Dws- C D(s„) from (3.1) and,

therefore, Dw Ç E(sn). By the above it follows that s„ E {s, t}, and then we
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get st: E {s, t) for 1 < i < n by an obvious induction argument.

Now for each pair s, t E S, let mst be the order of st in (5) (m„ = oo is

allowed).

(3.4) Suppose that f is a function from S to a group G such that (f(s)f(t))m"

= 1 for all s, t E S. Then f extends (uniquely) to a homomorphism f: <5) -» G.

Hence, S is a Coxeter system.

Proof. Let w E (S) with ls(w) = n and suppose that there exist (not

necessarily distinct) elements s„ s2, . . ■ , sn, s\, s'2, . . . , s'„ E S such that

•V2 ■  ■   ■ Sn =  W = s[s'2 ■   ■   ■ S'„.

Then we argue by induction on n that

(3-5) f(s>)f(s2) ■ ■ ■ f(sn) = f(s\)f(s'2) ■ • • f(s'n).

The case n = 1 is trivial, and the induction hypothesis implies that / extends

uniquely to a function

¡:{WE(S)\ls(w)<n}^G

such that if ls(w{) + /^(wj) < n, then

/ (w,w2) = / (w,)/ (w2).

In particular, (3.5) implies (3.4).

Suppose first that w E <s„, s'n). Then {s¡, s'¡} C {sn, s'n} for all / by (3.3).

But it is an easy exercise to verify that the relation

(s„s'„)m^= 1

is a presentation for (s„, s'n). Hence, (3.5) is an immediate consequence of the

hypothesis

(/(0/(0)m'"4= I-

Returning to the general case, then, we may henceforth assume that

w & <iM, s'n). We may also assume that sn ^ s'n, since otherwise induction

applies trivially. Put w0 = s}s2 ■ ■ • sn_v w'0 = s\s'2 ■ ■ ■ s'„_v Then/is defined

at vv0 and ví>ó, and (3.5) can be rewritten

/>o)/>n) = /K)/K).

Assume, by way of contradiction, that this is false, and choose a pair of

<i„, s'ny decompositions w0w, = w = w'0w\ of w such that

(a)     w0 ̂  1 =5*= w'0   (so that/is defined at Wq, w'q, w,, h>',),

(3.6) (b)      / (W0)f (Wy) * f (w'0)f (w\),

(c)     ls (w0) + ls (w'0) is minimal subject to (a) and (b).

We claim that Dw° C D(s„) n D{s'„), for if not, (3.1) yields ls(w0t) <

ls(w0) for t = sn or t = s'n. Since we are assuming w & (i„, s'n}, we have

w0t 7e 1 and /s(Av,) < n, whence

/ (v) = / (^o)/(0. / (^.) = /(0/ (w,),
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and

/ KO/ (*>,) = / (Wo)/ (»v,) * / K)/ (w',).

But then (nyXrw,) = w = n^w', is a pair of {sn, s'„}-decompositions which

satisfy (3.6)(a) and (b) and therefore violate the minimahty of ls(w0) + ls(w'0).

We conclude that Dw° Q D(s„) n £>«).

By the same argument, we obtain Dw° c D (s„) n D (s'n) and therefore,

[D(sn) n ö^fn [£>(*„) n D(s'„)]w'd d»*0.

It follows that D(s„, s'„)w''W[ n £>(sn, .s¿) ̂  0> which, since (j„, s'n] is proper,

implies that w\w¡~1 = 1. This is an obvious contradiction to (3.6)(b), which

completes the proof of (3.5) and hence, of (3.4).

To complete our characterization of Coxeter systems, it is only necessary to

show that every Coxeter system can be realized as a set of pairwise proper

abstract reflections on some set ß. But, in fact, it is well known that every

Coxeter system can be realized as a set of pairwise proper bona fide

reflections on a real vector space, relative to a canonically determined

symmetric (but not necessarily positive definite) bilinear form. Since this

follows easily from what we have already done, we will include an

explanation for the sake of completeness.

Let M = (m0)ijfEl be a Coxeter matrix and let {e¡}ieJ be a basis for a real

vector space V. Let ( , ) be the unique bilinear form on V for which

(e¡, e) = — cos(7T/my), where 17/00 = 0, and for each i E I, define a linear

transformation s¡: V -* F via the formula

s¡(v) = v — 2(v, e¡)e¿   for all v E V.

Let ß = V* be the space of all linear functionals on V, let s*: V* ->• V* be

the adjoint map, and let D{s*) = {/ G V*\f(ei) > 0}. It is then a routine

exercise in linear algebra to show that S = {s*}ieJ is a set of abstract

reflections on ß, that D(S) =£ 0, and that 5 is pairwise proper (this last

easily reduces to the case |/| = 2 where it is an elementary fact about the

plane).

Finally, we remark that (3.1) shows that every orbit of <5> on fi which

meets D(S) is permutation isomorphic to the regular representation by an

isomorphism which maps D(s) to {w G <5>|/iS(wí) > ls(w)}. Hence, there is

essentially only one way in which a Coxeter system may be realized as a set

of abstract reflections.

4. A restatement and a known result. We first observe that the results of the

previous section can be restated in the language of graph theory. Namely, let

§ = (ß, E), where ß is a vertex set and E Ç ß X ß is an antisymmetric set of

directed edges. For a E ß, let Ea = ({a} x ß u ß x (a)) n E be the set of

edges adjacent to a. We say that a is a source ifßx{a}n£' = 0. Suppose

that/: E -»■ S is a map to some set S which restricts to a bijection on each Ea.

Then we say that § is a directed graph, edge-labeled by S (via/). For S0 C S,

we put ESo = f~\S0) and §So = (ß, ESJ. Then §s¡¡ is edge-labeled by S0.
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Given a Coxeter system S of type M, put fi = <S> and define, for each

sES,

Es = {(w, ws)\w E fi, ls(ws) > ls(w)}.

Let E = \JseSE* and let §(M) = (fi, £), then §(M) is a directed graph,

edge-labeled by S. § (M) is just the adjacency graph of the "Coxeter com-

plex," directed by distance (see [3, p. 4]). When S has cardinality 2, we denote

by Pn the directed polygon §([ ").

(4.1) Suppose that § is a directed graph, edge-labeled by S, with at least one

source. Furthermore, suppose that for each pair s, t E S there exists mst £ Z+

U {oo} such that every connected component of §^ is isomorphic to P^. Put

M = (msí)sí£S; then § is isomorphic to §(M).

Proof. For each s E S, let s be the unique permutation of fi whose orbits

are the connected components of S{j}, and let D(s) = (a E fi|(a, as) E Es).

Then <S={i|sES}isa system of reflections because § has a source, and is

pairwise proper by hypothesis. The result follows.

A useful characterization of Coxeter groups in the study of 5A/-pairs [3] is

the following result from Bourbaki [1]:

(4.2) Let S be a set of involutions in a group G. Suppose that for each s E S,

there exists a subset D(s) C (S) such that:

(1)1 E D(s)foralls E S;

(2)D(s),n D(s)s = 0;

(3) if s, t E S, w E D(s), and tw & D(s), then tw = ws.

Then S is a Coxeter system.

Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) say that S is a system of reflections on <S>.

Put E(s) = D(s)s, let w E {S} and let s E S. We first argue by induction on

ls(w) that one of the following conditions holds:

(a)     w ED(s),

(4'3) (b)    wEE (s) and ls (ws) < ls (w).

Namely, write w = tw{ for some t E S and some wx £ <S> with ls(w{) <

ls(w). If (a) holds for wx but not for w, we get w = wxs by hypothesis, so (b)

holds for w. If (b) holds for w, we have ls(ws) < /s(w,j) + 1 < ls(w) so that

(b) cannot hold for ws. Hence (a) holds for ws so (b) holds for w.

As an immediate consequence of (4.3) we have

(4.4) D(s)={wE(S)\ls(ws)>ls(w)}

for all s E S. Choose s, t E S and let D(s, t) be the set of all u E (S) for

which ls(uv) > ls(u) for all v E <s, t). Clearly there is at least one element of

D(s, t) in each left coset of (s, t}. Let u E D(s, t) and v E (s, t}; then we

argue by induction on l<SJy(v) that

(4.5) ls(uv) = ls(u) + /<,,,>(«).

Let u = i,i2 ■ ■ ■ sk and v = sk+lsk+2 • • • s„, where s¡ E S (1 < / < k),
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s, G {s, t} (k + 1 < i < n), k = ls(u), and n — k = /<Jt>(t>). We may assume

that n > k and, inductively, that ¡s(uvsn) = n — 1. Choose notation so that

sn = s, and define wn_x = í„_„ h>, = s¡wi+l for 1 < / < n — 1. Hence w, =

«us. If w, G Z)(í) then /s(w,í) > n — 1. Since ut» = w,j we get /s(mü) = n as

required. Thus we may suppose, by way of contradiction, that h>, G E(s).

Clearly, wn_l E D(s). Hence there exists/ such that w, G E(s) and wJ+l E

D(s). Therefore the hypothesis yields w, = SjWJ+l = wJ+ls. If / > k this

relation implies that /<ii()(t>) < /<5 (>(ns), which is not the case, while if/ < k,

it imphes that u = j,í2 • • • sJ_lSj+l ■ ■ ■ sk (mod<(j, f)), contrary to our

choice of u E D (s, t). We have therefore established (4.5) which, together

with (4.4), shows that 5 is a pairwise proper system of reflections. Hence S is

a Coxeter system.
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